
Paper 1: Hazardous Earth (Yellow book)

What are the layers of the Earth?
Crust: Outer layer of the earth (solid, thin layer)
Mantle: Layer beneath the crust (semi-liquid, thick)
Outer Core: ayer beneath the mantle (liquid iron)
Inner Core: Very centre layer (solid iron and nickel)

Keyword bank
● Natural hazard
● Tectonic Plates
● Oceanic Crust 
● Continental Crust
● Continental Drift
● Tectonic hazard 
● Climatic hazard
● Predict 
● Protect
● Prepare
● Richter scale

What makes the plates move?
CONVECTION CURRENTS
• The mantle is made up of semi molten rock. Mantle rock is heated by the core. The 

warm material rises to earth’s surface. As it rises, the material starts to cool and sink. 
This motion of rising and sinking rock forms convection currents in the mantle. The semi 
molten rock flows in a circular motion. 

• Convection currents cause the overlying tectonic plates to move. 

DIVERGENT PLATE MARGIN CONVERGENT PLATE MARGINCONSERVATIVE PLATE MARGIN COLLISION PLATE MARGIN

Tectonic hazards: Earthquakes! Task 1. Write a paragraph 
on each plate boundary. 
You need to include how 
they move and the 
landforms they create.

Task 2. Define all the 
keywords in the word 
bank. 

Task 3. Create flash cards 
for our earthquake case 
study. (Nepal Vs Japan) 

- Causes 
- Primary and 

secondary impacts 
- Response 

Nepal 2015 (NEE)
Where: Nepal, Asia
Plate Margin: Convergent collision 
When: 25th April 2015
Magnitude: 7.8 on the Richter scale

Japan earthquake (2011) HIC
Where: Japan, east Asia
Plate Margin: destructive plate 
boundary
When: 2:47pm on 11th March 2011
Magnitude: 9.0 on the Richter 
Scale. 

Different plate boundaries:



Task 4. Write two 
paragraphs explaining 
one physical and one 
human reason for climate 
change. 

Task 5. Create a poster to 
summarising the impacts 
of climate change on the 
planet. 

Task 6. Create flashcards 
for your climatic hazard 
case studies

- Causes 
- Primary and 

secondary impacts 
- Response 

Climatic 
hazards:

How can we protect ourselves from 
future tropical cyclones?
We cannot prevent a tropical cyclone 
from occurring, however we can protect 
ourselves.
• PLAN 
• PREDICT 
• Prepare

Climate

Natural causes Human causes

● Volcanic activity
● Solar output 
● MIlankovitch cycle 

● The greenhouse effect:
● Agriculture 
● Industry
● Transport

Mitigation: slow down climate change by 
reducing the production of greenhouse 
gases.

● Carbon capture
● Afforestation
● Renewable energies
● International agreements

Adaptation: to adapt to the likely 
impacts of global warming.

● Changes in agriculture:
● Changes to water supply:
● Reduce risk of sea level 

rise:

How can we track past climate changes: 
● Tree rings 
● Ice cores
● Photographs 
● Paintings

A tropical cyclone is a storm that is formed over 
warm water, near the tropics. It has wind 
speeds of over 75mph and torrential rain.
Tropical storms conditions:
• Warm water  (>26.5°C).
• Latitudes between 5 -20°
• A cluster of thunderstorms
• Light wind shear

TYPHOON Hayian
Where: Philippines, Asia
When: November, 2013
Saffir-Simpson Scale: category 5 with 
wind speeds of 170mph and waves 15m 
high

 GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC 
CIRCULATION

Warm air rises = low 
pressure.                                   

Cold air sinks = high 
pressure

Air moves from areas of 
high pressure to areas of 

low pressure.

What hazards impact the UK?

Flooding: Somerset floods 
in 2014

Residents transported by boat. Power supplies were cut off in 
areas. People's livelihoods and lifestyles were  severely 
disrupted by the floods, e.g. shopping, going to work, going to 
school. Some villages, such as Moorland and Muchelney were  completely 
cut off and left people stranded.


